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1 Introduction
Directed lattice polymers on the d+1 dimensional integer lattice are modeled
by (random) distributions of graphs of polygonal paths in N  Zd for which
the horizontal coordinate serves to direct the path as a self-avoiding chain of
connected monomers.
Tree polymer models were considered early on by Bolthausen (1991) as a
special framework in which to illustrate certain L2-martingale methods intro-
duced to analyze directed lattice polymers. In this paper we will use the term
lattice polymer in reference to the directed polygonal paths on the d + 1
dimensional integer lattice, and tree polymer for the case of polygonal paths
of a binary tree.
While the primary focus of polymer research is aimed at low dimensional
lattice polymer models, where sharp results are rare, the tree polymer is im-
portant for testing lattice methods because sharp results are often possible
to obtain for tree paths. In fact one can demand sharp results and precise
cutos of tree polymer theory, whereas this seems a less realistic requirement
of lattice polymer theory.
Although focussed on lattice polymer theory, Comets and Yoshida (2006)
is likely state of the art for the research frontiers on dispersion problems for the
case of lattice polymers. However, less actually appears to be available in the
literature explicitly focussed on the case of tree polymers in terms of precise
bounds and results (see remarks of the next section). Since the importance of
tree polymers is precisely that of furnishing sharp results, part of the purpose
of the present paper is to provide a complete and self-contained treatment
of best possible bounds and results for the basic dispersion problem of tree
polymer theory.
This leads to a number of additional interesting open mathematical prob-
lems for tree polymers from the perspective of Kahane's T-martingale theory,
where most of the focus has heretofore primarily been on describing the ne2 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
scale structure of a.s. surviving cascades (weak disorder). In fact it moti-
vates a number of entirely new questions for the continued development of
T-martingale theory both in the case of weak and strong disorder types. For
example, as will be seen, even in the analysis of weak disorder the approach
of this paper involves dierentiation of a certain class of T-martingales along
lines introduced by Barral (2000). This naturally leads to a new notion of
signed or complex T-martingales for which the authors know of no general
theory. The strong disorder problems involve very new phenomena that escape
direct application of existing theory.
In the next section the tree polymer model is introduced. Bolthausen's no-
tion of weak and strong disorder environments, respectively, are precisely
dened and some basic polymer problems are identied. Section 3 contains a
brief summary of Kahane's T-martingale theory appropriate to this applica-
tion, as well as an overview of the extension of Peyri ere's mean size-bias prob-
ability to strong disorder environments introduced in Waymire and Williams
(1994). As something of a warm-up, Section 4 opens with a simple result
demonstrating that regardless of disorder type, the tree polymer paths are
non-ballistic in the sense of an almost sure law of large number convergence
to zero. This is followed by a discussion of a polymer diusion problem and
includes asymptotic polymer path free energy type calculations in both
cases of weak and strong disorder. These are in contrast to the free energy
calculations provided by Buet, Patrick, and Pul e (1993). The latter are made
simpler by restricting their considerations to normalization constants. Section
5 contains the complete proof of a.s. long-chain Gaussian uctuations under
the n
1
2 diusive scaling within the full range of weak disorder, (i.e., a tree
polymer path CLT). In section 6 vector cascades are introduced as a class of
T-martingales for which one can obtain an alternative representation of path
free energy under strong disorder. Related directions and open questions for
extensions of T-martingale theory are briey discussed in the nal section 7.
2 Background and Notation
Let T := [1
n=0f 1;1gn denote the set of vertices of the complete binary
tree rooted at 0, with the convention that f 1;1g0 := f0g. Equivalently, each
vertex v 6= 0 denes a unique edge adjacent to this vertex on the unique
connected path joining the vertex v to the root 0. Such an edge is unambigu-
ously also denoted by v. The tree path space is dened by the Cartesian
product @T := f 1;1gN, where each s = (s1;s2;:::) 2 @T denes a possi-
ble polymer path. It is convenient to denote the vertex (or edge) at the j th
level of the path s, read \s restricted to j", by sjj := (s1;:::;sj), for each
j = 1;2;:::, and sj0 := 0. The same notation applies to a nite path
segment t = (t1;:::;tn) 2 f 1;1gn for j  n. In this case, jtj = n de-
notes the length of the nite path segment. The polymer path position
of s = (s1;s2;:::) 2 @T at the nth link is dened by the special notationT-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 3
(s)0 = 0, (s)n =
Pn
j=1 sj, for n  1. The normalized Haar measure (ds)
on @T, regarded as a compact Abelian group under coordinatewise multipli-
cation and the Cartesian product topology for the discrete topology on each
factor f 1;1g, denes the uniform distribution on polymer path space @T.
Next, the environment is dened by a collection fX(v) : v 2 Tg of i.i.d.
(strictly) positive random variables on a probability space (
;F;P) indexed
by the vertices (or edges) of T. Dene a sequence of random probability mea-
sures probn(ds;!) << (ds), n  1;! 2 
, by the corresponding sequence of
Radon{Nikodym derivatives
dprobn
d
(s;!) = Z 1
n (!)
n Y
j=1
X(sjj); n = 1;2;:::;
where Zn(!) denotes the normalization constant (or partition function) given
by
Zn(!) :=
Z
@T
n Y
j=1
X(sjj)(ds) =
X
jtj=n
n Y
j=1
X(tjj)(!)2 n;
and the sum is over all nite path segments t of length n. In particular on the
nite dimensional cylinder sets n(t) := fs 2 @T : sjn = tg, t 2 f 1;1gn,
n  1 of the Borel  eld of @T one has
probn(n(t);!) = Z 1
n (!)
n Y
j=1
X(tjj)(!)2 n:
The factor 2 n cancels in the ratio, but is convenient to display as it makes
the sequence fZn=(EPX)n : n  1g a positive martingale. Observe, also, that
for each nite dimensional cylinder set n(t), one has sample pointwise on 

probn+m(n(t)) =
Zn
P
jsj=m
Qm
j=1 X(t  (sjj))2 m
Zn+m
probn(n(t));
where  denotes concatenation of word strings dening vertices.
Denition 1. Given an environment fX(v) : v 2 Tg of i.i.d. (strictly) posi-
tive random variables on a probability space (
;F;P) indexed by the vertices
(or edges) of T, the tree polymer is dened by the sequence probn(dt); n  1,
of (random) probabilities dened on the Borel sigmaeld of @T.
Some special notation and assumptions
The explicit dependence of random variables on ! 2 
 will generally be
suppressed as per standard probability convention. Also, a number of dierent
probabilities will appear throughout this paper, e.g., P, probn, Q, etc., whose
role in expected value computations will be indicated by a subscript to the4 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
expectation symbol E. It will be assumed throughout that there is a number
p > 1 such that
EPXp < 1: (1)
This condition is easily satised by the following basic examples of poly-
mer theories, namely (i) X = eZ, for standard normal Z, and (ii) X = 8
<
:
a with probability p
b with probability q = 1   p;
for some a;b > 0, 0 < p < 1. Without loss of
generality one may take EPX = 1, since replacing X by X=EPX is canceled
by the respective factors (EPX)n of the new normalization constants. This
normalization will also be assumed throughout, modifying the form of these
examples accordingly.
In view of the martingale convergence theorem Z1 = limn!1 Zn exists
P-a.s. Also by Kolmogorov's zero-one law and sure positivity of the envi-
ronmental weights, the event [Z1 = 0] has P-probability zero or one. The
environment fX(v) : v 2 Tg is referred to as weak disorder if and only if
P-a.s. Z1 > 0, otherwise the environment is that of strong disorder. In
the case of weak disorder one has the existence of an a.s. unique tree polymer
limit probability prob1(dt) on @T dened by the a.s. weak limit of the tree
polymer probn(dt);n  1. In Waymire and Williams (1996) the existence of
a unique weak limit probability was proven under strong disorder as a Dirac
point mass concentrated on a random path  2 @T with respect to the mean
size-biasing change of P-measure described in the next section. Moreover the
mean size-biasing change of measure and P are mutually singular under strong
disorder.
Remark 1. Yuval Peres (personal communication) suggested that under strong
disorder the set of limit points of probn(dt);n  1, might a.s. consist of Dirac
point masses on paths.
Remark 2. The sharp criticality condition for transitions between weak and
strong disorder is known precisely for tree polymer models as a result of
the seminal paper of Kahane and Peyri ere' (1976). In addition, Bolthausen's
weak/strong disorder criticality condition was improved by Birkner (2004) for
the case of lattice polymers using a size-bias change of measure. Birkner's
criticality condition indeed coincides with the sharp determination that one
obtains using the Kahane and Peyri ere (1976) theory for the case of tree poly-
mers. This illustrates a benchmark role for tree polymer theory for evaluating
the sharpness of lattice polymer methods mentioned at the outset.
In the context of tree polymers, the basic theory concerns the P-a.s. asymp-
totic behavior of segments of random polygonal paths S 2 @T of length n dis-
tributed, respectively, according to the sequence probn(ds;!). For example,
a.s. strong laws governing averages
(S)n
n , and a.s. limit distributions governingT-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 5
uctuations
(S)n cn
an for suitable centering cn and scaling constants an > 0,
as n ! 1 are desired. While these are only a few of the problems of interest
here, they do play a central role.
Remark 3. The L2-martingale methods developed in Bolthausen (1989, 1991)
for the lattice polymer do indeed provide the CLT for tree polymers with
cn = 0;an =
p
n, but in a strict subregion of weak disorder. Comets and
Yoshida (2006) note that subsequent L2-martingale methods developed for
lattice polymers extend the range of weak disorder in suciently high dimen-
sions d. Specically, Albevario and Zhou (1996), Imbrie and Spencer (1988),
Song and Zhou (1996), Birkner (2004), are noted in this regard. In these re-
sults, however, the asymptotic diusion coecient in d + 1 dimensions is 1
d.
The extension of these results and methods to the context of tree polymers
does not seem obvious, although it appears that they are presumed to hold.
The present paper will provide an explicit, self-contained and complete
proof for the CLT problem in the case of tree polymers of weak disorder type
based on dierentiated cascades. The sharpness obtained for tree polymers
suggests that corresponding methods might also prove useful for lattice poly-
mers. It is also shown that the same diusive scaling limit is not possible
under strong disorder. More generally, another important motivation for this
paper is to uncover the extent of applicability of existing T-martingale theory
and identify new directions under strong disorder.
3 T-martingales and size-bias theory
For a complete metric space (T;d), Kahane's T-martingale refers to a se-
quence of non-negative random functions Qn;n = 1;2;::: on T dened on a
probability space (
;F;P) adapted to a ltration Fn;n = 1;2:::, such that
for each t 2 T, Qn(t) is a mean-one martingale with respect to this ltration.
Given a Radon measure  on the Borel sigmaeld B(T), the T-martingale
induces a sequence of random measures Qn(dt) dened by
Z
T
f(t)Qn(dt) =
Z
T
f(t)Qn(t)(dt)
for all continuous bounded functions f on T, i.e.,
dQn
d (t) = Qn(t);t 2 T.
As such, using martingale convergence theory and Kahane's T-martingale
decomposition, e.g., see Kahane (1987b), Waymire and Williams (1994), one
may obtain a (possibly degenerate) random measure Qn ) 1 as an a.s.
vague limit.
For the case of tree polymers consider T = @T introduced in the previous
section, with
Qn(s) =
n Y
j=1
X(sjj); s 2 @T;6 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
and for example,  = , the Haar measure on @T. As noted earlier, in the
context of tree polymers X(v);v 2 t is a strictly positive, mean one random
variable. One may write
probn(ds) =
Qn(ds)
Qn(@T)
; n  1:
and, in the case of weak disorder, one has
prob1(ds) =
1(ds)
1(@T)
:
Peyri ere's mean size bias was introduced to compute ne scale struc-
ture of surviving cascades, i.e., weak disorder in the context of polymers. The
consideration of such transformations is naturally motivated by more basic
elements of Cram er-Cherno exponential size-biasing in the computation of
large deviation rates, e.g., see Bhattacharya and Waymire (2007). Speci-
cally, since the product of i.i.d. mean one nondegenerate random variables
along any one path is a.s. zero, the survival of cascades requires deviations
from this average behavior made possible by the uncountably many paths of
@T. Moreover, exponential size biasing of the logarithm of a random variable
is precisely mean size biasing. We summarize here the basic framework de-
veloped in Waymire and Williams (1994), (1995), (1996) to use size biasing
to determine the asymptotic total mass in cases of both weak and strong
disorder.
By restricting the formulation to the sigmaelds generated, respectively,
by the rst nitely many levels of the environment Fn := (X(v) : jvj  n),
and the nite dimensional cylinder sets of tree paths Rn := (n(t) : jtj = n),
for n  1, with the aid of the Kolmogorov consistency theorem, one may dene
a joint probability Q(d!dt) (on 
@T) of the environment and paths that,
for a given path s, size biases the environment along this path. Namely, one
has
Q(d!  ds) =
n Y
j=1
X(sjj)(!)P(d!)(ds) = Ps(d!)(ds);
where
Ps << P on Fn = (X(v) : jvj  n):
In other words, the measures
Qn
j=1 X(sjj)(!)P(d!)(ds);n  1; provide a
consistent specication of the nite dimensional distributions of (fX(v) : v 2
Tg;S) under Q(d!ds) on F 
B. Accordingly, under Q(d!ds), for a given
path S = s, the environment variable X(v) has distribution P X 1(dx) if v
is not on s, while it is xP  X 1(dx) if v is along the path s.
Letting 
 @T denote the coordinate projection maps of 
  @T onto 

and @T, respectively, one obtains by integrating out the coordinates that
(i) Q  
 1

 (d!) = Zn(!)P(d!); (ii) Q  
 1
@T(ds) = (ds): (3)T-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 7
From here one readily obtains the following variant on Bayes formula
Q(d!  ds) = probn(ds;!)Q  
 1

 (d!): (4)
In particular, the polymer path distribution probn(ds;!) is the conditional
path probability given the environment.
Next one has the Lebesgue decomposition
Q(d!ds) = Q1(ds;!)P(d!)+1[Q1(@T;!) = 1]p1(ds;!)Q
 1

 (d!);
(5)
where p1(ds;!) denotes the Q
 1

 -a.s. weak limit of pn(ds) as n ! 1. The
structure of p1(ds;!) in the case of strong disorder is described in Proposition
2 below. Accordingly, with regard to weak and strong disorder, the event
[Q1(@T) = 0] is a zero-one event under P if and only if [Q1(@T) = 1] is
a zero-one event under Q  
 1

 (d!):
Next we record the (weighted) rst departure bounds developed in Waymire
and Williams (1996) for the special case of the product probabilities  =
 of a (generic) Bernoulli probability  on f 1;1g that will naturally
appear in forthcomming tree polymer applications. Namely, for an arbitrary
path s 2 @T, and positive constants Cn, one has
n Y
j=1
X(sjj)(+)#(sjn)( )#(sjn)  Qn(@T) 
n Y
j=1
X(sjj)(+)#
+(sjn)( )#
 (sjn)
+ CnAn; (6)
where Cn > 0 and An;n  1 is a positive submartingale (dependent on
the choice of Cn). The symbols #(sjn) count the respective number of 1
coordinates of the path segment sjn, and () = (f1g); respectively. The
lower bound is obvious since a sum of positive terms is larger than any single
term. The upper bound is obtained by splitting o the term corresponding
to the product along the s path and decomposing the remaining sum with
respect to the level of rst departure from the s path.
This summarizes the essential elements of the theory which will be needed
for this paper.
4 Asymptotic polymer path free energy type
calculations for weak and strong disorder
In addressing the asymptotic structure of tree polymers without regard to
disorder type one is forced to consider weak limits; i.e., limits with respect
to the sequence probn(dt);n  1. The following simple lemma is somewhat
surprising on rst glance in view of the random normalization.
Lemma 1. On Rn one has
EPprobn(B) = (B) = EPQn(B); B 2 Rn:8 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
Proof. Simply observe that EPprobn(n(t)) = 2 n since the expression is
independent of t 2 @T and sums to one.
As an application of this lemma one can readily obtain an expression of
the nonballistic character of polymers regardless of disorder type.
Proposition 1. Regardless of the disorder strength one has
lim
n!1Eprobnj
(S)n
n
j = 0 P   a:s:
Proof. Let An = Eprobnj
(S)n
n j: Then for h > 1, applying Jensen's inequality
to the integral with respect to probn(ds), one has
EPAh
n = n hEP
Z
@T
j(s)njprobn(ds)
h
 n h
Z
@T
j(s)njhEPprobn(ds)  Cn  h
2
with C > 0. Now take h = 4 and apply Borel-Cantelli to obtain the assertion.
The result quoted in the previous section that identies prob1(ds) in
the case of strong disorder as concentrated on a single random path Q 

 1

 (d!) a.s. is repeated here for ease of reference and to correct some typo-
graphical errors in the proof in WW96B.
Proposition 2 (WW96B). In the case of strong disorder there is a random
path  = (!) 2 @T;! 2 
, such that Q  
 1

 (d!) a.s. as n ! 1,
probn(ds) ) (ds):
Proof. Fix a path s. If, for example s1 = +1, then the total mass on the
\left side" of the tree, Zn( ) =
P
jtj=n;t1= 1
Qn
j=1 X(tjj)2 (n 1) is a positive
martingale under Ps since the environment o the path s is i.i.d. distributed
under P. In particular, therefore, Ps a.s. one has
Z1( ) = lim
n!1
Zn( ) < 1:
A similar observation holds if s1 =  1, and so on down the tree o the path s.
But under strong disorder, for any path s, since Z1 = Q1(@T) = 0 P a.s.,
from the Lebesgue decomposition one observes that
Ps(Z1 = 1) = 1:
Let ! 2 [Z1 = 1]. Then, removing an event of Q  
 1

 -probability zero if
necessary, one has either Z1(+;!) = 1 or Z1( ;!) = 1, but not both.
Dene 1(!) = 1 according to Z1(;!) = 1. Now iterate this procedure
down the tree accordingly.T-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 9
For the a.s. distributional limits of interest in the next two sections, it
will be convenient to have calculations of the a.s. asymptotic behavior of
polymer path free energies (or cumulant generating functions) of the form
F(r) = limn!1
lnMn(r)
n , where
Mn(r) = Eprobner(S)n:
Remark 4. In Buet, Patrick, and Pul e (1993) the authors consider a dierent
type of free energy density calculations which, in the present notation, may
be dened for environments X = e V , (for a particular class of real-valued
random variables V ), as
  = lim
n!1
lnZn
n
;
where Zn is the corresponding normalizing constant (partition function). Such
considerations will follow as a special case of path free energy results presented
here.
Lemma 2. Let
pr(1) =
er
er + e r; r = pr  pr    pr  :
Then
Mn(r) = cosh
n(r)
Qnr(@T)
Qn0(@T)
;  1 < r < 1:
Proof. One has
Mn(r) = Z 1
n
X
jsj=n
n Y
j=1
ersj
n Y
j=1
X(sjj)2 n
= cosh
n rZ 1
n
X
jsj=n
n Y
j=1
pr(sj)
n Y
j=1
X(sjj)
= cosh
n r
P
jsj=n
Qn
j=1 X(sjj)
Qn
j=1 pr(sj)
P
jsj=n
Qn
j=1 X(sjj)2 n : (7)
This completes the proof.
The following formula is well-known by various methods starting with
Borel normal numbers and its extensions by Eggleston (1949), Billingsley
(1960), Kifer (1996), Fan (1994), and Peyri ere (1977). We write supp for the
maximal Borel support of a probability  on @T. That is supp = inffdim(A) :
(Ac) = 0g, where dimA denotes the Hausdor dimension of Borel A  @T
(for the metric (s;t) = 2 js^tj;s;t 2 @T, where s ^ t denotes the common
part of the paths s;t emanating from the root, until rst departure). With
this notation and terminology one has,10 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
dim(suppr) = h2(r) :=  
er
er + e r log2

er
er + e r

 
e r
er + e r log2

e r
er + e r

:
(8)
We also refer to h2(r) as the base 2-entropy of r. In particular, note that the
Haar measure (uniform distribution) 0 has full support of dimension one,
i.e., maximal entropy among r,  1 < r < 1.
The following is a special case of more general theorems of Kahane (1987a)
on conditions for survival of multiplicative cascades with respect to initial
measures  on @T using potential theoretic/capacity methods. In the case
of product measures, such as r this also follows from the weighted size-bias
theory developed in Waymire and Williams (1996). It may also be obtained
from necessary and sucient conditions obtained by Fan (2002) for Markov
measures. In essence, the support must be suciently large relative to the
variability in the environment for the cascade to survive. In the case of Haar
measure 0, this may be equivalently interpreted as the condition that the
branching number 2 must be large enough relative to variability of the envi-
ronment. Namely,
Proposition 3. For arbitrary r 2 R one has
Q1r(@T) > 0 a:s:
if and only if
EPX log2 X < h2(r):
Proof. The proof follows precisely the lines of Waymire and Williams (1994),
using the weighted rst departure bounds. For necessity, suppose that EPX log2 X 
h2(r). Then, for any xed path s 2 supp(r), one has using the lower bound
Qnr(@T) 
n Y
j=1
X(sjj)p#
+(sjn)
r (+)p#
 (sjn)
r ( )
= expfn
0
@1
n
n X
j=1
lnX(sjj) +
#+(sjn)
n
lnpr(+) +
# (sjn)
n
lnpr( )
1
Ag:
By two applications of the strong law of large numbers, one has, respectively,
that Ps a.s. 1
n
Pn
j=1 lnX(sjj) ! EPX lnX, and r  a.e.
#
(sjn)
n ! p
r as
n ! 1. It follows from this that
Z
@T
Z


1[Q1(@T) = 1]Ps(d!)r(ds) = 1
in the case EPX log2 X > h2(r). The same can be seen to hold when
EPX log2 X = h2(r) using the Chung-Fuchs theorem in place of the strong
law of large numbers. The converse is proved similarly using the upper rst
departure bound.T-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 11
Remark 5. In the case of Haar measure  = 0, h2(0) = ln2 and Proposition 3
provides the usual condition on the variability in the environment with respect
to the branching number for weak and strong disorder.
Corollary 1. Under weak disorder one has P-a.s. that there is a  > 0 such
that
F(r) = lim
lnMn(r)
n
= lncosh(r) jrj  :
Proof. Since weak disorder is equivalent to EPX log2 X < h2(0), and h2(0)
is maximal entropy, using continuity of h2(r), there is a  > 0 such that
EPX log2 X < h2(r) for jrj  . The result follows immediately from Propo-
sition 3 taking logarithms in Lemma 2.
Remark 6. Observe that in the case of simple symmetric random walk paths
obtained by taking deterministic X  1, one has the sure identity
lnMn(r)
n
 lncosh(r); n = 1;2;::::
Moreover
cosh
n(
r
p
n
) 

1 +
r2
2n
+ o(1)
n
 e
r2
2 as n ! 1:
So formally, at least, one expects the diusive (CLT) limit to hold almost
surely from Corollary 1.
The computation of the path free energy under strong disorder is a little
more delicate than the case of Corollary 1. We will make a size-bias calculation
for an upper bound on limsup. However, the lower bound on liminf obtained
by the corresponding approach is too small. Nonetheless we will see that the
limsup bound is indeed the asserted a.s. limit.
Proposition 4. Under strong disorder there is a  > 0 such that
F(r) = lim
lnMn(r)
n
= lncosh(r) +
lnEPXh(r) + ln

p
h(r)
r (+) + p
h(r)
r ( )

h(r)
 
lnEPXh(0)   (h(0)   1)ln2
h(0)
;
where h = h(r) is uniquely determined positive solution to
EP

Xh
EPXh ln
Xh
EPXh

= (pr;h(+);pr;h( ));
for
pr;h() :=
ph
r()
ph
r(+) + ph
r( )
and (a;b) =  alna   blnb.12 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
Proof. We begin by using size-biasing to compute an upper bound on limsupn!1
lnQnr(@T)
n .
Fix c > 0, 0 < h < 1. The size-bias change of measure in this context may be
obtained by the modication denoted
Q(r)(d!  ds) = Ps(d!)r(ds):
In particular, on Fn
Q(r)
 1

 (d!) =
Z
@T
Ps(d!)r(ds) =
X
t2f 1;1gn
Z
n(t)
n Y
j=1
X(tjj)P(d!)r(dt) = mn(r)P(d!);
where
mn(r) :=
ZnMn(r)
cosh
n(r)
:
Now,
P(Qnr(@T) > enc)
= EP1[Qnr(@T) > enc]
= EQ(r)
 1

 mn(r) 11[mn(r) > enc]

Z
@T
Z


mh
n(r)e nch
mn(r)
Ps(d!)r(ds)
 e nhc
Z
@T
Z


1
Qn
j=1 X1 h(sjj)p
1 h
r (sj)
Ps(d!)r(ds)
= e nhc
Z
@T
Z


n Y
j=1
Xh(sjj)pr(sj)h 1 1
Qn
j=1 X(sjj)
Ps(d!)r(ds)
= e nhc(EPXh)n
Z
@T
n Y
j=1
ph 1
r (sj)r(ds) = e nhc(EPXh)n
Z
@T
ph 1
r (s1)r(ds)
n
= expf n

hc   (lnEPXh + ln(ph
r(+) + ph
r( )))

g:
Thus, the probability is summable for
c > inf
0<h<1
lnEPXh + ln(ph
r(+) + ph
r( ))
h
:
Using Borel-Cantelli one therefore obtains P-a.s. that
limsup
n!1
lnQnr(@T)
n
 inf
0<h<1
lnEPXh + ln(ph
r(+) + ph
r( ))
h
:
Next we verify that this upper bound on the limsup is also a lower bound
on the liminf, and therefore is the desired limit P-almost surely. Dene for
xed r,T-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 13
Zn(r;h) :=
X
jsj=n
n Y
j=1
Xh(sjj)ph
r(sj); h 2 R:
Then
Qnr(@T) = Zn(r;1):
Also note that
EPZn(r;h) = (EPXh)n  
ph
r(+) + ph
r( )
n
:
Viewing Xh as a new polymer environment, and normalizing ph
r() to a prob-
ability distribution given by
pr;h() =
ph
r()
ph
r(+) + ph
r( )
;
one sees from Proposition 3 that for each xed r there is a unique h(r) dened
by
EP
Xh
EPXh ln
Xh
EPXh = (r;h);
where (r;h) =  pr;h(+)lnpr;h(+)   pr;h( )lnpr;h( ), such that
lim
n!1
Zn(r;h)
EPZn(r;h)
> 0 P   a:s:
if and only if h < h(r). Thus, for h < h(r), one has
lim
n!1
lnZn(r;h)
n
= lnEPXh + ln
 
ph
r(+) + ph
r( )

:
The uniqueness of h = h(r) follows by checking that for xed r, h !
EP
X
h
EPXh ln X
h
EPXh   (r;h); is monotone increasing on 0 < h < 1. Dene
g(r;h) := lnEPXh + ln
 
ph
r(+) + ph
r( )

:
Now, for  > 0, rewrite a bit, and apply Jensen's inequality to obtain
Zn(r;1)
Zn(r;h)
= Zn(r;h) 1 X
jsj=n
n Y
j=1
X(sjj)pr(sj)
=
X
jsj=n
n Y
j=1
X1 h(sjj)p1 h
r (sj)Zn(r;h) 1
n Y
j=1
Xh(sjj)ph
r(sj)
=
X
jsj=n
0
@
n Y
j=1
X
1 h
1+ (sjj)p
1 h
1+
r (sj)
1
A
1+
Zn(r;h) 1
n Y
j=1
Xh(sjj)ph
r(sj)


P
jsj=n
Qn
j=1 X
1 h
1+ +h(sjj)p
1 h
1+ +h
r (sj)
1+
Zn(r;h)1+ :14 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
Thus,
Qnr(@T)  Zn(r;1) 
Z1+
n (r;h + 1 h
1+)
Z
n(r;h)
:
In particular, therefore,
lnZn(r;1)
n
 (1 + )
lnZn(r; 1+h
1+ )
n
  
lnZn(r;h)
n
=
lnZn(r; 1+h
1+ )
n
+ 
"
lnZn(r; 1+h
1+ )
n
 
lnZn(r;h)
n
#
:
Now, 1+h
1+ < h(r) for  >
1 h(r)
h(r) r > 0: Thus, taking liminf as n ! 1, followed
by letting  #
1 h(r)
h(r) h, yields
liminf
n!1
lnZn(r;1)
n
 g(r;h(r)) +
1   h(r)
h(r)   h
[g(r;h(r))   g(r;h)]:
Finally, let h " h(r) to obtain,
liminf
n!1
lnZn(r;1)
n
 g(r;h(r)) + (1   h(r))
@g
@h
(r;h(r)):
With a bit of tedious algebra one may check that the size-bias bound on the
limsup coincides with this lower bound on the liminf and, therefore, is the a.s.
limit. The limit asserted by the proposition now follows.
5 Diusive limits under full range of weak disorder
Taking the deterministic environment X  1 for which the tree polymer paths
are then distributed as simple symmetric random walks, one clearly has
(S)n p
n
) Z n ! 1;
where Z has the standard normal law. The objective here is to show that this
law a.s. persists throughout the entire range of weak disorder.
Remark 7. As remarked earlier, from the a.s. calculation F(r) = lncosh(r),
one expects to a diusive scaling limit to hold. A theorem of Ellis (1985) is
known to lead from asymptotic calculations of the form F(r) = limn lnMn(r)=n
under sucient convexity conditions of such functions and their derivatives;
e.g., see Cox and Grieath (1985), Maxwell (1998) for indications of success-
ful applications to certain particle systems and to cetain asymptotic enumer-
ations, respectively. However, in the present case, even taking X  1 one
observes changes in sign in the rst derivative, e.g.,T-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 15
(lncosh(r))
000 =  8
er   e r
(er + e r)3:
The following lemma follows from straightforward calculations that are
left to the reader to verify.
Lemma 3. Let  > 0 be arbitrary. (i) mn(r) :=
Mn(r)
coshn(r);   r  , is a con-
tinuously dierentiable T-martingale on T = [ ;] with the usual euclidean
metric. Also the corresponding derived processes (ii) m0
n(r) 
dmn(r)
dr ;  
r  , is a (signed) T-martingale. Moreover,
m0
n(r) =
n X
j=1
mn;j(r) =
1
cosh
n(r)
n X
j=1
Z
@T
fsj   tanh(r)ger(s)nQn(ds);
where mn;j(r);1  j  n; are dened by the indicated terms of the second
sum.
Remark 8. As noted earlier, this lemma illustrates a natural role for the ex-
tended notions of signed (or more generally complex) T-martingales, as well
as T-martingale dierence sequences. The following lemma makes explicit use
of the assumption (1).
To take advantage of the symmetries of the binary tree and environment,
we say a permutation (i.e., bijection)  : T ! T of T := [1
n=0f 1;1gn
is lattice preserving if for each v 2 T, both (i) j(v)j = jvj, and (ii)
(vjj) = ((v)jj), for j  jvj. Let Pn denote the collection of lattice pre-
serving permutations which also satisfy (u  v) = (u)  v, if juj = n,
for u;v 2 T, where  is concatenation of the two sequences. Now, for
A 2 F = (X(v) : v 2 T), say A = [X(v1) 2 B1;:::;X(vk) 2 Bk], write
(A) = [X((v1)) 2 B1;:::;X((vk)) 2 Bk], Bi 2 B(0;1). Dene
Sn := fA 2 F : A = (A) 8  2 Png:
Lemma 4. Under weak disorder, equivalently EPX lnX < ln2, there is a
number 1 < q < 2 and a positive number  such that
lim
n!1
n X
j=1
sup
jrj
jjmn;j(r)jjLq(
;F;P) < 1:
Proof. For 1 < q < 2,
q
2 < 1. Note that
jjmn;j(r)jj
q
Lq = EPjmn;j(r)jq = EP
 
jmn;j(r)j2 q
2  EP
 
EPfjmn;j(r)j2jSng
 q
2 :
Here EPfjmn;j(r)j2jSng is the essentially unique positive Sn-measurable ran-
dom variable guaranteed by the Radon-Nikodym theorem. However, jmn;j(r)j2
need not be integrable (with respect to P), so that the usual L1 expectation16 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
needs to be replaced by the L+-version. Let Pn denote the collection of per-
mutations on Tn := [n
k=0f 1;1gk \depending on at most the rst n levels",
i.e.,  2 Pn if and only if there is a ^  2 Pn such that  = ^ jTn. With this
notation one may compute
EPfjmn;j(r)j2jSng =
1
cosh
2n r
1
#P2
n
Z
@T
Z
@T
X
2Pn
f((s)(j)   tanh(r))
 (((t)(j)   tanh(r))er((t))ner((s))ng
0
@
X
2Pn
n Y
i=0
X((sji))X((tji))
1
A(ds)(dt):
Moreover,
1
cosh
2n r
1
#Pn
X
2Pn
f((s)(j)   tanh(r))(((t)(j)   tanh(r))  er((t))ner((s))ng
=
8
<
:
0 if j > js ^ tj
1
2j cosh2j(r)
P
jsj=jf(sj   tanh(r))
2 e2r(s)j if j  js ^ tj
=
8
> <
> :
0 if j > js ^ tj
(1 tanhr)
2e
2+( 1 tanhr)
2e
 2
2cosh2(r)
cosh
j 1(2r)
cosh2j 2(r) if j  js ^ tj:
Thus, one may write
EPfjmn;j(r)j2jSng = j(r)
Z
@T
Z
@T
1[js ^ tj  j]

1
#Pn
 
X
2Sn
n Y
i=0
X((sji))X((tji))
!
(ds)(dt)
= j(r)
n X
k=j
X
jsj=k
2 2k
k Y
i=0
X2(sjk)
Z
@T
n k 1 Y
i=0
X(s  (1)  tji)(dt)

Z
@T
n k 1 Y
i=0
X(s  ( 1)  tji)(dt);
where
j(r) =
(1   tanhr)2e2 + ( 1   tanhr)2e 2
2cosh
2(r)
cosh
j 1(2r)
cosh
2j 2(r)
;
and one makes the convention that
Z
@T
 1 Y
i=0
X(s  (1)  tji)(dt)
Z
@T
 1 Y
i=0
X(s  ( 1)  tji)(dt)  1:T-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 17
Recall that for the models considered here there is a p > 1 such that EPXp <
1. Under weak disorder, therefore, there is a 1 < ^ q < 2 such that
EPXq
2q 1 < 1 forany 1 < q < ^ q:
So, for q 2 (1; ^ q), it follows that
jjmn;j(r)jjq
q
 EPfj(r)
n X
k=j
X
jsj=k
2 2k
k Y
i=0
X2(sjk)

Z
@T
n k 1 Y
i=0
X(s  (1)  tji)(dt)
Z
@T
n k 1 Y
i=0
X(s  ( 1)  tji)(dt)g
q
2
 EPf
q
2
j (r)
n X
k=j
X
jsj=k
2 2k
k Y
i=0
Xq(sjk)

 Z
@T
n k 1 Y
i=0
X(s  (1)  tji)(dt)
Z
@T
n k 1 Y
i=0
X(s  ( 1)  tji)(dt)
! q
2
g
 
q
2
j (r)
n X
k=j
(EPXq)k
2(q 1)k
 
q
2
j (r)
(EPXq)j
2(q 1)j (1  
EPXq
2q 1 )
  1
q:
Next choose  > 0 suciently small that for jrj  
cosh(2r)
cosh
2(r)
EPXq
2q 1 <
1
2
(
EPXq
2q 1 + 1):
Then, letting C = maxjrj
q
(1 tanhr)2e2+( 1 tanhr)2e 2
2cosh2(r) , it follows that
lim
n!1
n X
j=1
sup
jrj
jjmn;j(r)jjLq(
;F;P)  C(1 
EPXq
2q 1 )
  1
q
1 X
j=1
f
1
2
(
EPXq
2q 1 +1)gj < 1
as asserted.
We conclude this section with a main result of this paper for tree polymers
under the full range of weak disorder.
Theorem 1. Assume weak disorder. Then P-a.s. there is a  > 0 and an
absolutely continuous random function G on    r  , such that uniformly
on jrj   one has18 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
lim
n!1
m0
n(r) ! G(r);    r  :
In particular, P-a.s.
(S)n p
n
) Z
where Z has a standard normal distribution.
Proof. From the lemma there are numbers  > 0 and 1 < q < 2 such that
M := lim
n!1
n X
j=1
sup
jrj
jjmn;j(r)jjLq(
;F;P) < 1:
Then
 
EP
Z 
 
jm0
n(r)jqdr
! 1
q

n X
j=1
 
EP
Z 
 
jmn;j(r)jqdr
! 1
q

n X
j=1
 
2 sup
jrj
EPjmn;j(r)jq
! 1
q
 (2)
1
qM:
Thus m0
n(r) converges P a.s. and for almost every r 2 [ ;], to some G(r).
In fact, with Cq := (
q
q 1)q, one has by the Lq maximal inequality that
Z 
 
EP sup
nN
jm0
n(r)jqdr  Cq
Z 
 
EPjm0
N(r)jqdr
 2CqMq:
Thus, P-a.s. m0
n(r) ! G(r) in Lq([ ;];dr). In particular, m1(r) =
limn!1 mn(r),    r   is uniform and m1(r) is absolutely continu-
ous with derivative G(r). Note that m1(0) = 1 since mn(0)  1 for each n.
Since m1(r) is P-a.s. continuous in a neighborhood of r = 0, one has P-a.s.
for    r  ,
Mn(
r
p
n
) =
Mn( r p
n)
cosh
n( r p
n)
cosh
n(
r
p
n
) ! m1(0)e
r2
2  e
r2
2 as n ! 1:
Remark 9. One may in fact show with only a little more eort that the limits
G and m1 are both a.s. analytic functions.
6 Vector Cascades
This section provides an extension of i.i.d. scalar cascades within the frame-
work of T-martingales. As an application an alternative approach to asymp-
totic path free energy calculations is given. For this, suppose that W =T-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 19
(W1;W2) is a symmetric random vector with a.s. positive components de-
ned on a probability space (
;F;P). We will denote a (scalar) random
variable with the common marginal distribution of the (possibly correlated)
components W1;W2 by W. Let
g(h) = EPWh; h 2 H = fh  0 : EPWh < 1g:
Then g is continuous on H and we restrict attention to distributions for which
H is a nondegenerate subinterval of [0;1). For h 2 H, dene
Wh =
Wh
g(h)
Wh = (Wh;1;Wh;2) = (
Wh
1
g(h)
;
Wh
2
g(h)
):
For h 2 H0, the interior of H, one has that lnW has a nite moment gener-
ating function and, therefore,
EP (Wh(lnW)n) < 1; 8n = 1;2;::::
Moreover, from the dominated convergence theorem one has for h 2 H0
d
dh
lng(h) = EP (Wh lnW)
and
d2
dh2 lng(h) = EP
 
Wh(lnW)2
  (EP(Wh lnW))
2 = varh(lnW)  0;
where varh denotes variance computed with respect to the size-biased proba-
bility dQh = WhdP. In particular lng(h) is convex on H. In fact, the function
h ! EP(Wh lnWh);h 2 H0, is increasing since
d
dh
EP(Wh lnWh) = hvarh(lnW)  0:
Thus, if W is not an a.s. constant then h ! EP(Wh lnWh);h 2 H0 is strictly
increasing.
Now suppose that fWv = (Wv;1;Wv;2) : v 2 Tg is an i.i.d. tree-indexed
collection of random vectors dened on the probability space (
;F;P) dis-
tributed as W. Let
Wv;(h;i) =
Wh
v;i
g(h)
; v 2 T;i = 1;2;h 2 H;
and dene
Q(h)
n (t) =
n Y
j=1
Wtj(j 1);(h;tj); t 2 @T:
Then fQ
(h)
n : n  1g denes a positive T-martingale in the sense of Kahane.
We will require a few lemmas based on the size biasing theory of section
3. Let us denote the size bias probabilities corresponding to the T-martingale
fQ
(h)
n : n  1g by Ph;t and Qh, accordingly. The rst is a law of large numbers
under the size bias change of measures.20 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
Proposition 5. Let h;h0 2 H and t 2 @T.
1. Ph;t-a.s., 1
n lnQ
(h
0)
n (t) ! EP(Wh lnWh0). Moreover, if there is a h00 2 H
such that h < h00 then
1 X
n=1
EPh;t

1
n
lnQ(h
0)
n (t)   EP(Wh lnWh0)
4
< 1:
2. Qh-a.s., 1
n lnQ
(h
0)
n  @T(t) ! EP(Wh lnWh0). Moreover,
1 X
n=1
EQh

1
n
lnQ(h
0)
n  @T(t)   EP(Wh lnWh0)
4
< 1:
Proof. From the denitions one has
1
n
lnQ(h
0)
n (t) =
1
n
n X
j=1
lnWtjj 1;(h0;tj)
is a sample average of i.i.d. terms under Ph;t with mean EP(Wh lnWh0). Thus
the rst assertion of of the rst statement is merely a version of the strong
law of large numbers and the second assertion of the rst statement is the
4th moment Borel-Cantelli condition for the strong law of large numbers.
Specically, under the condition h < h00 2 H, one has
E
 
Wh(lnWh0)4
= E (Wh(h0 lnW   lng(h0))
4 < 1:
For the second statement, observe that the rst statement is true for -a.e.
t 2 @T. Also, by symmetry,
EQh

1
n
lnQ(h
0)
n  @T   E(Wh lnWh0)
4
= EPh;t

1
n
lnQ(h
0)
n (t)   EP(Wh lnWh0)
4
;
and is therefore also summable in n.
Lemma 5. If EP(Wh lnWh) < ln2 and h0 2 H then a.s.
liminf
n!1
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt)  EP

Wh ln
Wh0
Wh

:
Moreover, if hc exists such that EP(Whc lnWhc) = ln2, then a.s. one has
liminf
n!1
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt)  EP

Whc ln
Wh0
Whc

:
Proof. Using the size-bias change of measure one hasT-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 21
R
@T Q
(h
0)
n (t)(dt)
R
@T Q(h)(t)(dt)
=
R
@T
Q
(h0)
n (t)
Q
(h)
n (t) Q
(h)
n (t)(dt)
R
@T Q(h)(t)(dt)
= EQ
 
EQ(
Q
(h
0)
n
Q
(h)
n
 @TjFn)
!
: (9)
Using convexity of x !  lnx, one has
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt)
 EQ(
1
n
Q
(h
0)
n
Q
(h)
n
 @TjFn) +
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h)
n (t)(dt)
= EQ(
1
n
Q(h
0)
n  @T  
1
n
lnQ(h)
n  @TjFn): (10)
Using the 4th moment summability of the second part of the previous propo-
sition, it folllows that
EQ(
1
n
Q(h
0)
n  @T  
1
n
lnQ(h)
n  @TjFn) ! EP(Wh lnWh0)   EP(Wh lnWh):
Thus, the asserted lower bound holds Q-a.s. But, EP(Wh lnWh) < ln2 implies
that Q  
 1
@T << P. This proves the rst assertion of the lemma. The second
assertion follows from continuity of h ! EP(Wh ln
Wh0
Wh ):
Lemma 6. If EP(Wh lnWh) < ln2 and h0 2 H then a.s.
liminf
n!1
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt)  EP

Wh ln
Wh0
Wh

:
Moreover, if hc exists such that EP(Whc lnWhc) = ln2, then a.s. one has
liminf
n!1
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h)
n (t)(dt)  EP

Whc ln
Wh
Whc

:
Proof. For any t 2 @T one has the Chebyshev bound
P
0
@
n Y
j=1
Wtjj 1;tj  cn
1
A  EP
 Qn
j=1 Wtjj 1;(h;tj)
chn
!
= (
g(h)
ch )n:
The right side is minimized at the Legendre transform value d
dh(lng(h)  
hlnc) = 0. In other words, EP(Wh lnW) = lnc optimizes to the extent that
P
0
@
n Y
j=1
Wtjj 1;tj  enEP(Wh lnW)
1
A  e nEP(Wh lnWh):22 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
Thus, for h;h0 2 H, one has
P
0
@
n Y
j=1
Wtjj 1;(h0;tj)  enEP(Wh lnWh0)
1
A  e nEP(Wh lnWh):
In particular, for hc dened by
EP(Whc lnWhc) = ln2;
one has by monotonicity that
EP(Wh lnWh) > ln2 for h > hc:
Thus
1 X
n=1
2nP
0
@
n Y
j=1
Wtjj 1;(h0;tj)  enEP(Wh lnWh0)
1
A < 1
and therefore
P
0
@[1
N=1 \1
nN [
n Y
j=1
Wtjj 1;(h0;tj) < enEP(Wh lnWh0)8t 2 @T
1
A = 1:
Now consider h0 > hc. Then
limsup
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt)
= limsup
1
n
ln
Z
[Q
(h0)
n (t)<e
nEP (Wh ln Wh0)]
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt):
Although EP lnW < 0 may not be nite, limh#0 EP(Wh lnW) = EP(lnW).
Also h ! EP(Wh lnW) is continuous and increasing on H0. Let 0 < h1 <
h2 <  < hm 1 < hc < hm < h0; and ci = expEP(Whi lnW). Consider the
random set
An;i = ft 2 @T : cn
i 1 <
n Y
j=1
Wtjj 1;tj  cn
j g:
For all n large one as a.s. that
cm
1
gn(h0)
+
n X
i=2
cm
i
gn(h0)
(An;i) 
Z
@T
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt):
In any case, for i  2 one has
cm
i 1
gn(hi 1)
(An;i) 
Z
@T
Q(hi 1)
n (t)(dt):T-martingales, size-biasing and tree polymer cascades 23
Thus, P-a.s.,
liminf
1
n
ln
 
cm
1
gn(h0)
+
n X
i=2
cnh
0
i gn(hi 1)
c
nhi 1
i 1 gn(h0)
Z
@t
Q(hi 1)
n (t)(dt)
!
 liminf
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt):
Since for 0 < h < hc, limn
R
@T Q
(h)
n (t)(dt) exists and is positive, one has
liminf
1
n
ln
 
cm
1
gn(h0)
+
n X
i=2
cnh
0
i gn(hi 1)
c
nhi 1
i 1 gn(h0)
Z
@t
Q(hi 1)
n (t)(dt)
!
= lnmax
(
ch
0
1
g(h0)
;
cnh
0
i gn(hi 1)
c
nhi 1
i 1 gn(h0)
)
= max

EP(Wh1 lnWh0);EP(Whi 1 lnWh0)   EP(Whi 1 lnWhi 1);i  2
	
:
Thus, one has P-a.s. that
liminf
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt)
 inf
0<h1<<hm 1<hc<hm<h0 maxfEP(Wh1 lnWh0);
EP(Whi 1 lnWh0)   EP(Whi 1 lnWhi 1);i  2g:
Now use the uniform continuity of EP(Wx lnWh0)   EP(Wy lnWy) for x;y 2
[h1;h0] together with the fact that EP(lnWh0) = EP(W0 ln
Wh0
W0 ) to proceed
as follows:
inf
0<h1<<hm 1<hc<hm<h0 maxfEP(Wh1 lnWh0);
EP(Whi 1 lnWh0)   EP(Whi 1 lnWhi 1);i  2g
 inf
0<h1<hc
maxfEP(Wh1 lnWh0); sup
h1<h<hc
[EP(Wh lnWh0)   EP(Wh lnWh)g
 max

EP(lnWh0);EP(Whc ln
Wh0
Whc
)

= EP(Whc ln
Wh0
Whc
):
Finally, if h0 2 H and h0 > hc, then P-a.s.,
liminf
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h
0)
n (t)(dt)  EP(Whc ln
Wh0
Whc
):
This completes the derivation of the upper bound.
Combining these lemmas one arrives at the following result.
Theorem 2. For h 2 H and h > hc one has P-a.s.
liminf
n!1
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(h)
n (t)(dt) =  EP

Whc ln
Whc
Wh

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Remark 10. Notice that if h > hc then it follows from the previously noted
monotonicity that EP(Wh lnWh) > ln2.
To apply this to the polymer model let Xv;j;v 2 T;j = 1;2, be i.i.d.
positive random variables distributed as X. Assume that H is a nondegenerate
interval for X dened by
g(h) = EPXh < 1; h 2 H  [0;1):
Also, suppose that Y is a symmetric Bernoulli 1-valued random variable,
independent of X, and dene
g(r;h) = EP(erY Xh) = g(h)coshr; h 2 H;r  0;
and consider the vector cascade weights
W(r;h) =

erY Xh
1
g(r;h)
;
e rY Xh
2
g(r;h)

=
 
W(r;h);1;W(r;h);2

:
Note that dening
Yr =
erY
coshr
;
one has EP(Yr lnYr) = rtanhr   lncoshr: Moreover, one has

(2coshr)n
Z
@T
Q(r;h)
n (t)(dt) : n  1

=dist
Z
@T
er(t)nQ(h)
n (t)(dt) : n  1

:
With this one may obtain the following equivalent representation of the
asymptotic path free energy under strong disorder.
Theorem 3. Suppose that for r  0;h 2 H;h > hc, there is a unique pair
(r;h)  (r;h) such that (r;h) = (r;h) for some 0 <  < 1, and
EP
 
W(r;h) lnW(r;h)

 EP (Xh lnXh) + EP (Yr lnYr) = ln2;
where Yr = e
rY
coshr: Then P-a.s. one has
lim
n!1
1
n
ln
R
@T er(t)nQ
(h)
n (t)(dt)
R
@T Q
(h)
n (t)(dt)
= lncoshr + EP
 
W(r;h) lnW(r;h)

 EP
 
W(0;h) lnW(0;h)

:
Proof. The proof is essentially an application of the previous theorem using
the fact that the limit has already been shown to exist. More specically, one
has P-a.s. that
lim
1
n
ln
Z
@T
Q(r;h)
n (t)(dt) =  EP(W(r;h) lnW(r;h) + EP(W(r;h) lnW(r;h))
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Thus
lim
1
n
ln
R
@T Q
(r;h)
n (t)(dt)
R
@T Q
(0;h)
n (t)(dt)
=  EP(W(r;h) lnW(r;h)) + EP(W(0;h) lnW(0;h)):
Now
lim
1
n
ln
R
@T er(t)nQ
(r;h)
n (t)(dt)
R
@T Q
(0;h)
n (t)(dt)
= lncoshr+EP(W(r;h) lnW(r;h) EP(W(0;h) lnW(0;h))
as asserted.
In the strong disorder case EPX lnX > ln2, normalized to EPX = 1,
one has hc < 1 by monotonicity of h ! EPXh lnXh. Taking h = 1 in this
theorem gives the alternative path free energy formula. Namely,
Corollary 2. Assume X is a positive random variable normalized to EPX =
1 such that EPX lnX > ln2; i.e., strong disorder. Then,
lim
n!1
1
n
ln
Z
@T
er(t)nprobn(dt) = lncoshr+EP
 
W(r;1) lnW(r;1)

 EP
 
W(0;1) lnW(0;1)

:
7 Related directions in T-martingale theory
T-martingale theory and size bias methods occupy a central role in determin-
ing sharp results for the existence and in the analysis of the ne scale structure
of diverse models; see Kahane (2000) for a review of general theory and other
applications. Most of the theory, however, is devoted to analysis of ne scale
structure in the weak disorder regime. Tree polymers present entirely new
challenges to the theory in the case of strong disorder, and naturally moti-
vate new directions. On the purely mathematical side, the contemplation of
a companion theory for complex T martingales on manifolds suggests a
number of new and interesting challenges for example.
In the context of tree polymer models, sharp determination of the a.s.
probability laws governing polymer paths under weak and strong disorder
should eventually evolve. One may not expect surprises under weak disorder
but, as illustrated in the present paper for the a.s. CLT, the techniques and
estimates may be delicate in the full range of weak disorder. The limits on
Bolthausen's L2 approach to a CLT for tree polymers can only be asserted
when such a CLT has been established as has been achieved here. It seems
to be generally accepted that the lattice polymer approach of Comets and
Yoshida (2006) would also provide the CLT for tree polymers in the full range
of weak disorder, but such a proof has not been available in the literature.
As is evidenced here, there is a huge amount of symmetry present both in
the tree and in the environment. In general there seems to be much to under-
stand about how and when symmetry breaking may occur. A loosely related26 Edward C Waymire and Stanley C Williams
phenomena illustrating symmetries was observed in Waymire and Williams
(1995) in the consideration of a Markovian environment (along tree paths);
such results were also considered by Fan (2002). In Waymire and Williams
(1995), the authors demonstrate that for nite state time-reversible ergodic
Markov environments, the structure of the multiplicative cascade coincides
with that of i.i.d. environments distributed according to the unique invariant
probability. However, examples are provided to show this is no longer true for
non-reversible Markov chains.
While the emphasis of this paper is that of the theory of T-martingales,
it is widely recognized that results obtained for branching random walks orig-
inating in Kingman (1975) and Biggins (1976) closely parallel this develop-
ment. So it is not surprising that both theoretical frameworks can be applica-
ble to tree polymers. The very recent paper by Hu and Shi (2009) illustrates
many aspects of the continued development of this companion framework. In
particular Hu and Shi (2009) analyze the free energy type calculations for
polymers on Galton{Watson trees within the branching random walk frame-
work. It seems natural by extension to consider the polymer path laws in
the Galton{Watson environment within either framework; e.g., see Peyri ere
(1977) and Burd and Waymire (2000) for some multiplicative cascade theory
on Galton{Watson trees.
In addition to providing a complete and self-contained diusive limit for
tree polymers in the full range of weak disorder, the goal of this paper has
been to suggest new directions for extensions of the multiplicative cascade
theory. The extension of Proposition 2 to corresponding P-a.s. weak limit
points under strong disorder aptly illustrates such a need.
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